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Looking for the Gibson Girl
Quentin R. Hardy
Nate was looking for the Gibson girl. Like that
she'd packed on him, no explanations. First he
questioned himself: ''Weren't we honest with each
other?" Oh Jesus. Then he found himself thinking
about her scent and went to look for her.
Suzy wouldn't go far, maybe she was still in town.
First, he got on all the buses and looked for her hair.
Early on he saw her pate with packages on the west
side. Later they stopped and her bangs stayed in the
shelter for a local to come by. He transferred south and
saw the curl just above her ear, and an earring too. He
walked two blocks and saw the way her hair swirled on
a stenographer. During the rush hour he saw the way it
mixed blond and gray-brown in places.
He shopped for her arms. He saw the white skin of
her shoulder on a woman in a bikini buying sunglasses.
Her elbow stamped new prices on jars of borscht. He
spied her thumb overweighing a bunch of bananas. Her
biceps lifed sacks of groceries into the carts, her
forearms pushed the loaded carts. To avoid suspicion
he bought a dozen eggs — her knuckles snapped at the
keys of the cash register. With that he hurried out, but
not before hearing the way she handled a handful of
coins.
Then at the office she talked on someone else's
intercom. He goosed Ms. Wade to see her surprise. At
lunch a lone woman fiddled with her glasses; it wasn't
much like Suzy really. On the elevator two women
from another office chatted. He saw the way her lips
parted to show her teeth. He rode past his floor because
one was explaining something in detail while the other
listened carefully, and he saw her nod. He took the
stairs down.
It rained on Saturday morning, so he got on his
windbreaker and went to the park to watch her dodge
showers. At the zoo her backside ignored the signs and
fed the bears. An elephant sneezed on her neck. Nate
walked up to ten strange women and asked, "Suzy
Gibson?" to hear her "no" twice. Out he walked
behind an old Italian man and his granddaughter, who
had a bright balloon on a stick and her laugh. It rained
harder all day, and on Sunday somebody on the floor
below his had her sniffles.
He bought a water spaniel and a betamax, but there
was nothing to be done. She was all over the place.
3
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Cecils Ladjv§_

Cecilia Lad

Lockbourne, Ohio
Gregory Bell
"Ain't you got no spare?," the boy asked. Jim
looked at the boy. He was young, probably ten or
eleven years old, Jim guessed. He had long, tangled,
dark hair which fell in his eyes despite his repeated
attempts to brush it back with his hand. The boy had a
small, sharp nose and closely set eyes. The only
clothes he wore were the faded, denim overalls which
hung from his bony shoulders. His feet were bare and
dirty.
4 4
Yeah, I've got a spare, but I'm afraid it isn't any
better than this one," Jim said, pointing to the flat. * T
had a flat about three weeks ago and I never got around
to getting it fixed after I changed it. * *
The boy moved beside the car and crouched down
to examine the flat. He ran his small hand over the
exposed surface of the tire. "My daddy says it ain't
good to drive on a flat tire — says that'll ruin it," the
boy said without looking up.

The car limped through the intersection and turned
left into the lot of a Mobil gas station. It braked to a
stop. A young boy who had been sitting in the doorway
of the station looking at magazines ambled out to meet
it. "Hey mister, looks like you got yourself a flat
tire," the boy said.
"Yeah, sure does look like it doesn't it?," said Jim
Townsend as he opened the door and got out of the car.
Jim was a tall, slim, athletic looking man of thirty-two.
His blond hair was medium length and neatly combed.
He had blue eyes and fine features. He wore a white
pullover golfing sweater and dark blue slacks. He now
stood looking at the crumpled left front tire ol his
Pontiac station wagon. The tire had been punctured
several hundred feet up the road which led into the
village of Lockbourne and to the gas station. "Do you
think you can fix it for me?," Jim said, still looking
down at the tire.
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"Yeah, I guess that's right. But I didn't have
much choice since I didn't have a spare. So, uh, can
you fix it for me?," Jim asked.
The boy stood up and turned to face Jim. He
hooked his thumbs in the back pockets of his baggy
overalls. "Well, we can fix it soon as my daddy gets
back. He owns this place,'' the boy said, brushing back
his hair. ' 'See, I'm just watching things for him while
he goes to eat supper. I can pump gas and sell cigarettes
and stuff, but he don't let me work on other peoples'
cars or anything."
"I see, said Jim, looking at his watch. "When do
you expect him back?''
He's been gone nearly a half hour," the boy said,
"so he should be back soon.'' The boy walked past Jim
and around toward the back of the car. ''He'll fix it for
you when he gets back.
Jim's watch read five-forty-five. He had hoped to
be at Rockview golf course by six o'clock. Rockview
was still ten miles away. ' 'So much for golfing today, y y
Jim thought. He had no choice but to wait for the
boy's father. He shoved his hands into his pockets and
watched the boy complete his circle around the station
wagon. The youngster looked up at Jim.
"Nice car you got here," the boy said. He turned
toward the station and walked across the crumbling
asphalt lot to the doorway. His magazine lay open on a
dented metal chair. The boy picked up the magazine
and slumped into the chair, adjusting it so that he now
faced Jim instead of the two gasoline pumps standing in
front of the station.
Jim stepped beside his car and leaned against the
door. He looked across the lot and surveyed the
station. He had never really noticed it before.
Although he had driven through Lockbourne countless
times during the five years he had been a member at
Rockview Country Club, he had never really taken a
look at anything in the small town. He now scrutinized
the old white building which was the village's only gas
station. Along the top of the building were the 'M',
'B', T, and 'L' of 'Mobil'. There was a lighter
colored circle where the 'O' had obviously once been.
The building had a large glass door which opened into a
dark garage. The office of the building could be seen
through the doorway which the boy sat in front of. Jim
could see the corner of a wooden desk inside the office.
Jim noticed the boy as he looked up from his
magazine. The boy stared at him for a moment — as if
checking to be sure that Jim was still where he had left
him — and then returned to his magazine. Jim's gaze
took in the two gasoline pumps in front of the station.
They looked old — the hose on the nearer one was

patched with heavy silver tape. Jim's gaze moved
beyond the pumps. To the north the road which ran by
the station disappeared under a railroad bridge. Across
the street from the station, a row of old wooden houses
began. They stretched down the street.
The screen door of the large white house directly
across the street from the station slammed as an elderly
women walked out onto her porch. She wore a faded
red dress and her gray hair was pulled behind her head.
She stood on the porch and stared across the street at
Jim. He returned her look, smiling at her. She turned
away and seated herself in a rocking chair on the porch.
She looked at Jim again as she began rocking slowly
back and forth.
Jim looked at his watch. It was six o'clock. He felt
uneasy being caught between the stare of the old
woman and the occasional glances of the boy. He also
was tired of waiting for the boy's father. He recalled a
small diner a block or two down the street. He had
passed it every time he had driven through Lockbourne. ' 'Hey, I'm going to go get a cup of coffee,"
Jim said to the boy. ' 'If your father gets back before I
do, tell him to go ahead and fix my tire. O.K.?"
The boy looked up at Jim. "I'll tell him," the boy'
said, "but I don't think he'll do it if you're not here.
He don't know you. y y
"Well, tell him not to worry about that. Just go
ahead and fix the tire. I'll be back in fifteen or twenty
minutes," Jim said. He wondered why the boy's
father would not repair the tire if he were not there —
without a car where could he go? Jim would have to
come back for the car. And if he didn't pay for the
repair the guy could simply refuse to let him take it.
Jim walked out of the lot and turned left up the
sidewalk in the direction of the diner he had
remembered. It seemed to him that it was called
Lombardi's — or something close to that. As he
walked up the street, he noticed the old woman still
watching him.
As he walked, Jim looked down at the tufts of grass
which here and there had sprouted through the cracked
sidewalk. His thoughts turned to his golfing. Jim hated
to miss an opportunity to play — especially on a day
such as this. It was a warm Tuesday afternoon in early
September. The sun was shining through scattered
clouds and only a light breeze stirred the leaves in the
trees along the sidewalk. Jim had always been athletic
and now he tried to play golf twice a week. His game
had improved markedly since he had graduated from
college. Since graduating he had gotten a job with
Nationwide Insurance in Columbus, married, and
renewed his interest in golf. It was this interest that led

1*
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with a Crescent wrench in his hand. He yelled at the
dog again. 4 'Get over here, God damn you!'' The dog
turned its head toward the man and began walking back
across the street toward the truck. The dog stopped
after every few steps to look back at Jim, but each time
continued toward the truck. Jim relaxed and took a
step forward.
"Thanks. I thought he was going to have me for
dinner," Jim said, smiling at the man. The man
looked up at Jim and squinted, and then looked at the
dog standing by the front tire of the truck.
"Stay put, damn you" the man said to the dog.
The man looked at Jim and then crawled back under
the truck.

him to become a member at Rockview. Jim hoped that
he might still make it to the course for a few quick
holes. That was if he could ever get out of Lockbourne.
Lockbourne, although less than half an hour's drive
from his home in the suburbs, was foreign to Jim. It
was a small town, comprised of only four major streets,
less than two hundred homes, and an old municipal
building. Jim could recall the gas station and diner as
the only businesses he had seen in the village. The
thing Jim knew best about Lockbourne was that it was
old. The town was originally a major station in the
series of locks which were once common in central
Ohio. The channels of the lock system could still be
seen running alongside parts of the road which Jim
traveled to get to Rockview. The channels were dry
now and overgrown with weeds, but they were still
evident even from a passing car's window. The only
other thing Jim knew about Lockbourne was that it lay
between his home and the golf course — and that he
was stuck in the town until his car was fixed.
Jim walked along looking at the old wooden houses
which lined the street. They were mostly two-story
structures with large wooden porches. Nearly all of
them were white. None of the houses seemed freshly
painted. Even those whose exteriors were not peeled
and cracked gave only a dingy reminder of the fresh
white paint which they must have once displayed. The
only variety among the houses was their colored
shutters and the arrangement of chairs and swings
which were on every porch.
As Jim continued along the walk, his look shifted
to the street. By the opposite curb a man's legs stuck
out from beneath a pickup truck. The truck was a
rusted, black Chevrolet and looked to be at least twenty
years old. One of its taillights was missing and it had a
temporary license taped to the rear window of its cab.
The legs moved occasionally and Jim heard the clank of
metal on pavement. He guessed that the person under
the truck had dropped a wrench or some other tool.
When Jim came abreast of the truck a large brown
dog, which had been lying near the front of the vehicle,
stood up and began barking. The dog, a mongrel most
resembling a collie, ran across the street toward Jim. It
stopped in the street near Jim and began growling. The
growl sounded as if it came from deep within the dog's
throat. The dog's ears were flat on its head and its
teeth showed. Jim stopped and began slowly backing
away from the dog. It advanced as Jim stepped back.
Brownie!," someone yelled. "Damn you, get
over here!"
Jim looked up. The man who had been under the
pickup was now sitting in the street beside the truck
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Jim noticed that a fat woman holding a baby stood
at the screen door of the house the truck was parked in
front of. She watched Jim as he looked back at the blue
jeaned legs which stuck out from beneath the pickup.
Watching the brown dog, Jim headed up the street
again. Ahead, he could make out a white sign which
was partially hidden by trees. From what he could read
he knew that he had remembered correctly: the diner
was called Lombardi's.
Lombardi's diner was a red brick building. It was a
single story with two large windows on either side of
white double doors. As Jim walked across the gravel
parking lot of the diner, he noticed that the Venetian
blinds in both windows were closed and the doors were
shut. He stepped up on the crumbling cement of the
diner's stoop and tried one of the doors. It was locked.
Jim turned and looked at the parking lot. A blue Ford
was parked by a pole which held up the sign Jim had
seen from the sidewalk. The faded black letters of the
sign read: Lombardi's Diner, Open Mon-Sat, 9 to
9.'' Jim stepped down off the stoop and looked at the
diner. The darkened windows, which were streaked
with dirt, and the tightly shut white doors made the
diner look as though it might have been deserted for
years.
Jim stood for a moment with his hands in his
pockets, looking across the parking lot. Two young
girls came into view. They were walking on the
sidewalk in the opposite direction from which Jim had
come. They didn't seem to notice him as they turned off
the sidewalk and angled across the parking lot. The
girls looked to be in their early teens. One of them was
tall with long, reddish brown hair. She wore a dark
blue windbreaker and brown pants. She had on boys'
sneakers with the shoestrings untied. The shoes
flopped on her feet and rattled the gravel of the parking
lot as she walked. The other girl was shorter with
blond hair which reached her shoulders. She was thin
and wore a red jersey and blue jeans.
"Hey," Jim said to the girls. They stopped and
turned toward him. Jim walked across the lot to them.
((
Hi there. Uh, do either of you know if the diner's
going to open today?," Jim asked. He was not as

concerned about his coffee as he was curious about the
diner's hours.
"You from around here?," the tall girl asked. Her
face was finely featured and she had large, dark brown
eyes.
"Uh, well I . . . I'm from Columbus . . .
Ji
said. The question made him feel uneasy. He dislik
:
being an "outsider." His move to Columbus had
proven that. It had taken several months for him to feel
"at home" in Columbus, and the experience was one
he had tried to avoid since.
"Well, the diner ain't open today. It never is on
Tuesday," the girl said as her friend nodded in
agreement.
"But the sign says Monday through Saturday, nin
to nine," Jim said. The two girls looked up at the sigi
as though regarding it for the first time.
Well, all I know is that it ain't never open oh
Tuesday — and it ain't open today," the tall girl said. 1
Why don't they change the sign then," Jim said.
He was beginning to feel annoyed over the afternoon's
futility. First the tire, and now this.
"It don't matter none anyhow," the girl said as
she and her friend turned to continue across the lot.
Everybody knows the diner ain't open on
Tuesdays. 5 1
Jim stood watching the girls for a moment. The
noise of shuffling gravel ceased as the pair crossed into
the backyard of an adjacent house. Jim turned back
toward the diner. Its dark windows and closed doors
looked just as they had before.
The car glided smoothly across the intersection on
its repaired tire. Jim headed out of Lockbourne in the
direction from which he had come. It was too late for
golfing today, and besides he was no longer in the
mood to play. Jim rolled down his window and rested
his arm on the car door. In his mirror was the lM BIL'
of the gas station. He noticed the old woman on the
porch of the house opposite the station. As he drove by
her house she stood up from her rocking chair and
opened her screen door. Her gaze followed Jim's car.
Jim accelerated as the car passed by her house and out
of Lockbourne.
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Tarot Poems
Stephen Bolhafner

o
I am the Fool
Who dances on the mountain,
Veering to and from the awful edge,
My madness balanced on despair and joy.
Seeker after truth and celebrant
Of undiscovered mysteries am I,
Unsane in my incomparable dance
In darkness on the mountain. Risking death,
I dance to the edge, back towards the precipice.
The laughing wind whips ice into my blood;
Awakening from my dance, I stop and turn
To see the sun rise up and touch the sky.
Illumination spears into my darkness,
Reawakens questions long forgot;
It's time to quit the dance
And seek the Magus.

I
I am the Magus.
Power in my hand
Burns like a star fresh plucked from heaven's night.
The high imagination knows no bounds,
In Heaven or on Earth I am at home.
Before me lie the symbols of this world:
The Sword, the Cup, the Pentacle, the Wand —
They have no power over me, I stand
Apart from them, and use them as I will.
What price does this great Power claim?
I've lost the simple pleasures of a touch,
The earth's green buds, the sky at night, the face
Of a sweet sleeping lover by my side.
I am above these worldly things — with Gods
And Goddesses I speak,
And am alone.
10

IV
The Emperor sits
Alone upon his throne,
Majestic, stern, forbidding. Like a stone
He sits unmoving, gazing at the land.
His eye sees far; the sceptre in his hand
Reveals his power — the other holds a ball,
Symbol of the Earth, for he is lord of all.
A crown of majesty rests on his head;
He rules the living, unborn and the dead.
Complete control of all within his view
He has, and of himself — the Emperor, too
Withstands that ever-present royal sight,
And cannot, if he wished, escape his might.
His own impersonal person he must see,
And cannot call it /,
Calls himself he.

XX

Judgement has come.
The world has ceased to be.
A thousand angels with a thousand trumpets
Blew apart the Universe, and tossed
The pieces to the howling might of God;
A million billion stars, their fire quenched,
Fell and shattered the firmament of Heaven;
The souls and bodies of the Faithful Few
Screamed once before they flashed and disappeared —
And Chaos, God, looked out upon the void,
Pronounced it Good, the God of Entropy
Now drawing all up in himself: lam.
One single action — out of time — of space —
Hovering in the impossible gap —
Then Chaos exploded.
And there was light.

OO

I am the Fool
Who dances on the mountain.
In my dance I play the roles, speak the lines
Of all my characters, I prance and giggle,
Solemnly intone, and dance near the edge,
Inviting my double Death to visit me;
We stare, stark naked, face to face until
My balance tips, and I must choose the land
Or reach out, embracing his cold countenance.
The laughing wind topples me; I fall,
But only to the ground on which I stood.
I raise myself in invocation to the sun
Regard my stance, contemplate the action
For the next scene, check all my moving parts,
And I am ready
To begin the Dance.
11
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Poets
Alyssa Solomon
Poets, like wolves,
belong in stalking packs,
snapping out lice
from one another's back
when the moon throws down
enough light to see.

f

Poets should pace
in decreasing circles,
one behind the other,
approaching the unwary
from all sides
of the shadowed underbrush.

o \J
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Their pawed silence should
make a woman's skin spark,
an innocent's armhair bristle,
from the fanged phantom
of a primordial fear.
Their curved-nailed steps
should punch prints
first in the bowels;
Should etch a cold chasm
that widens, grinning
as the poets near.

The Jay
Frank Bianchi
swoops hardest in deep summer,
crackling every fresh branch
with the thronging blue
of its savage revery,
searing lunge
and plunge into green shade,
shattered by the sun on its wings
and the hate on its heart;
a streak of burning love,
it lifts
and carries away the entire tree:
then the whole wood ripples
and rains wood.

14

M. Charles
Stanley W. Merrell

He lit a cigarette, filterless,
fearlessly blowing smoke in its face;
the night coughed its retreat.

M. Charles awoke
one night from his dreams
and with a sudden scream, like that
which awaits the screamless, the mute,
hurled epitaphs into the night.

M. Charles was alone
his inhaled breath exhaled,
his breath became smoke, the smoke
became him, his fingers
wisped before him and danced about.

M. Charles awoke
the night, and the shadows, emissaries
of the dark, crept catlike through cracks
in window panes, seeking revenge.

M. Charles awoke

A black demon crept
behind him, whispering raspy curses
into his left ear, a hundred times,
a thousand, and more.
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Tootsie's
John Sullivan

Tootsie heard someone knocking on the door, one
of the old kind with a shimmying pane of glass that
comes down as high as your knee and rattles when you
open it. She looked up and saw Charles cupping his
hand around his face and squinting through the glass.
Tootsie got up from her stool and went to open the
door for him.
(«
Want your Blue Ribbon, Charles?" Tootsie said
as she held the door.
«4
Boy, do I," said Charles. "It's hotter than piss
and mail ain't let up like it usually does in the sum
mer."
Charles sat down at the third stool and put
Tootsie's mail on the counter. He looked at the
yellowing glossy photographs of country music stars
that covered the walls. Then he pulled out his hand
kerchief and wiped his face and looked at Tootsie's
ass. He had looked at Tootsie's ass for the time it takes
to pour a draft six days a week for seventeen years. He
didn't look at it in a particularly sexual way; he just
took stock of the many appearances it had. Tootsie's
rear end must have been at least fifty-eight inches in
circumference. Yesterday it wore denim. Today pink
polyester stretched across it. Charles's eyes traced the
length of Tootsie's back until they came to the beehive
hairdo. He always met her gaze straight on as she
turned around with his beer.
Tootsie had grey framed cat-eye glasses with bits of
pink and blue glass embedded in the corners. They
hung from a black cord around her neck and bounced
off her chest as she walked towards Charles. She put
Charles's mug on the counter and stared at the teddy
bear propped up in a rocking chair in the window
platform. She and the bear looked curiously alike. They
both had tight mouths and vacant eyes. It was July,
and the teddy bear's felt Santa Claus suit had faded
almost to the color of Tootsie's light pink pants.
Tootsie looked down and saw her stool next to her.
She put her hand on it and looked out the window as
she sat down. ''Charles," she said, ''when you got to
say something, words will fail you sure enough. I don't
know how to make speeches, so I ain't ... I ain't

Tootsie's Orchid Lounge opened around ten, but
lot for business. Before eleven-thirty, Tootsie would
>ell seven or eight beers and a few cups of coffee, not
?nough to call it * 'business". She opened the bar at ten
o talk to her friends on lower Broadway, who would
»me one by one and stay ten or fifteen minutes, their
visits overlapping. Around noontime, the place would
>e filling up with drinkers and tourists, but the
Homing customers came to talk. They sat on torn red
dnyl-covered stools and drank their coffee or beer
vhile they went through the ritual of trading inormation about the drunks, whores, shopowners, and
:ountry music stars associated with the area. But the
alk was mostly of the drunks and whores since the
tars hadn't frequented lower Broadway since the show
noved to Opryland, and the shopowners usually didn't
generate much news.
Tootsie came in the back way at about nine o'clock.
>he went to the coffee maker first, and started two pots.
Tien she would clean the place up, emptying the trash
:ans into large plastic bags which she set by the front
loor. The booths and tables were always cleared the
light before, so Tootsie just walked around and put
natches in each of the ashtrays. Then she would
inlock the door and take the garbage bags out and set
hem on the sidewalk for the city sanitation crew to
•ick up. She always bought a paper from the rack in
ront of the bar and then hurried inside with it, locking
he door behind herself.
Once inside, Tootsie would pour herself a cup of
offee and spread the paper out on the counter, rarely
pending much time on the front page unless there
vere a major crime or scandal of local interest. She sat
here reading the Tennesseean and drinking coffee until
bout ten-fifteen when Charles came in.
Charles was the postman, and his route covered the
rea bounded by Third Avenue, Broadway, Fourth
V venue, and Union Street. He started on Union Street
nd then went down Fourth Avenue towards Broad,
elivering the mail to every other side street. This
"leant that Tootsie's was at the halfway point on his
^ute, and he could take his morning break there.
17

she had seen on television and how the characters
acted. She thought of lyrics from songs on the jukebox
and songs the band played on weekends. Tootsie picked
up her coffee cup from the bar and put it in a tub under
the counter. Then she turned around and got herself a
canned beer from the stainless steel cooler. She pulled
up her stool opposite Charles and sat down. She
pointed her beer away from him and opened it,
throwing the aluminum top into a trashcan. Tootsie
took a sip and rolled her lips inward.
"You see them pictures on the wall, Charles?''
Tootsie asked.

going to be pouring your beer much longer,
Charles . . . doctor says I ain't up to it . . . ."
Tootsie turned on her stool and looked at Charles when
she had finished speaking. Charles had just taken a sip,
and he had his hand in his pocket to get money for the
beer. He pulled his hand out and wiped his mouth with
it. "What for, Tootsie? I mean, why did he say that?
You ain't sick are you?''
"I got to quit, Charles. Doctor says I'm in failing
health, and I can't keep the place up any more without
risking me collapsing here some day. I just have to
15
stop, Charles, doctor says.
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Elizabeth Young

"I always seen them, Tootsie. Ain't nobody got a
y y
collection like yours.
Tootsie turned her beer can around with her
fingertips and said, "Them pictures is three or four
layers deep on every inch of the wall, and every one of
them stars was personally in here once. I'd trade them
a beer or two for a picture, and they felt proud,
Charles." She paused and looked down. "You
couldn't get one of them to look in the door now.''
Charles looked around the room. He didn't know if
all the stars had actually been in the bar, but it was true
that glossy photographs and album covers overlapped
to cover every inch of the wall. There were thousands
of them, yellowing and turning up at the corners. They
were tacked and glued on in every imaginable fashion.
Charles didn't know what the walls were actually made
of, but he assumed they were wooden. He had been
there himself when Ronnie Milsap had come in, and he

Charles didn't say anything. He had never heard
Tootsie speak of anything sad that wasn't exciting as
well, like the doughnut truck accident last Wednesday
when three people were hurt and a fire hydrant had
spewed all down Fourth Avenue for an hour. But here
was the bad news without any excitement.
Charles sat at the bar looking comic and concerned.
His hat was on the counter, and he had sweated half
moons under his arms and a streak down his back. He
had on his summer uniform. Charles's brows were
pushed together over his ordinarily expressionless
eyes. Charles didn't know what to say. He wanted to
ask Tootsie what was wrong with her again, but he
couldn't.
Tootsie saw that Charles was concerned; but
having caused the concern, she wasn't sure how she
should behave either. She never thought to elaborate
upon her problem to Charles. She thought of sad things
18

the coins in the machine and bent over slightly. * 'Play
'Brown Eyed Blues'," Charles said. Tootsie was
pushing buttons, and the machine was making whiring
and shifting noises. The music came on loud, and
Tootsie reached behind the jukebox and flipped a
switch that turned the music down to about half
volume. Tootsie pushed some more buttons and then
walked away and hung the jacket of her pantsuit on a

had gotten a free copy of Charlie McCoy's album that
had a picture of Charlie playing his harmonica in the
doorway of Tootsie's on the front. Many of the pic
tures had autographs on them: Lester Flatt, Conway
Twitty, Merle Haggard. Charles looked at Tootsie.
Tootsie rolled her lips in and breathed deeply and
stared into Charles' eyes. Charles thought she looked
like a man, maybe a man whose wife had left him.
"I don't know, Charles," Tootsie said. "I been
thinking maybe the doctor's right. Maybe it is time to
leave. You see Charles, it ain t just me that s
sick . . . Tootsie's Orchid Lounge is sick ... all of
damn lower Broadway is sick ... see that fag across
the street swishing his ass in silk shorts . . . ? Hell,
Charles, he would have been beat to a pulp fifteen years
)*
ago.
Tootsie took a sip of beer and choked on it. A little
beer and mucous dribbled out of her nose. Charles
pulled out his handkerchief and handed it to Tootsie.
Charles looked across the street. There was a black
teenager in shiny red trackshorts with his sweat socks
rolled down around his tennis shoes. He didn't have a
shirt on, and he was leaning with his stomach pressed
into a parking meter in front of a dirty book store that
had peep shows in the back. Tootsie was right. When
Charles had started this route seventeen years ago,
they kept Playboys behind the counter. Now these
bookstores and movie houses were here, and there
were prostitutes, and not just a few bums, but lots of
them.
Tootsie was dabbing her nose with the hand
kerchief, and Charles was staring into his beer mug.
The door opened, the glass rattling in the frame, and
Willie Johnson came in. Willie was a bus mechanic at
the Blue Line Tour Company. He was a black man,
and he wore baggy blue pants and a service shirt with
the sleeves cut off. His red baseball cap was dangling on
the tips of his fingers as he closed the door with his
other hand. Willie took a couple of steps into the room
and then stopped.
What's going on here," Willie said. "Why's
everybody look so down in the mouth?''
Tootsie ain't feeling so good, Willie. She took a
sip in her windpipe and choked on it," Charles said.
y y
"Doctor told her something that's got her upset.
Charles and Willie looked at Tootsie who was still
poking her nose with the handkerchief. She was
sniffling and she had begun to cry.
Tootsie glanced up and said, "Morning Willie."
Then she got up and hit the "no sale" button on the
cash register. She took some quarters out of the change
tray and walked around the bar to the jukebox. She put

hook next to the bar.
Tootsie's sleeveless white knit shirt fit her body
closely; she grasped the bottom of it between her
fingers and palms and pulled it further down on her
wide hips. Her arms were pale and fat, and her biceps
jiggled as she walked. She looked at the clock; it was
almost quarter to eleven.
i4
You need to be moving, Charles. Ain't no telling
how many calls your supervisor's got about folks
wanting to know where their mail is. Now you get
along and do your job. I'll be okay. You stop back in
after you deliver Third avenue," Tootsie said.
Charles looked at his mailbag and cap and felt
uneasy. Something was unsettled, and he wasn't going
to leave. "I ain't going yet," Charles said slowly.
"Not till I think it's right." He sat down on the
wobbly stool next to Willie and looked at Tootsie with
his brows bunched together tightly and said, "What's
wrong, Tootsie? You can tell Willie and
me . . . What'd the doctor say ... ?" Charles and
Willie were both staring intently at Tootsie. The
jukebox was playing a sassy dance song softly in the
background.
i4
He said I ain't going to live long, Charles,"
Tootsie said, shaking her head. ' 'Said I got a bad
heart.
You ain't never had no problem with it," Willie
said. "Why's he think it's going to start if you don't
quit your job? Don't make no sense to me, Tootsie.
Maybe that doctor ain't no good. You never thought
nothing about maybe your heart was bad, did you?"
Charles was looking around the room. "That
doctor of yours ever been in here, Tootsie?" he said.
Tootsie shook her head. "Well, by God, Tootsie, we
going to have to bring him down here, because Willie
and me know that Tootsie's Orchid Lounge's got to
have Tootsie. This is the place that's got your heart in
it. You put the pictures on the wall; you get folks like
Billy Joe Barnes and Tammy Wilson down here to
sing. You made the place, and it's the best in town, but
it ain't nothing without you," Charles said. He was
staring at Tootsie, and he held his hand out towards
her as if he were giving her a letter.
Then Willie spoke. "That's right, Tootsie. This
1*
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soon ..." Tootsie took a sip of coffee and then
pushed it away. "I was so upset, all I did was shake my
head and cry .... Lord, Willie, to seen me in his
office that day, you would thought I was seventeen and
just heard my boyfriend been kilt in a car wreck, you
know, like that song Tammy sings called 'I Picked up
the Telephone.'
"Yeah," Willie said, "things like that is hard to
take. It's awful. Doctor told my brother Fred he might
not live too long. Scared that poor man to
death . . . you couldn't tell there was nothing wrong
with him before he seen the doctor, but he seen him
and he got scared and died in a month . . . that's what
Charles and me is talking about Tootsie, ....
There's times when you got to listen to your friends
instead of the doctor. Doctor sees you in his office for a
little while, but you friends see you every day. * *
Willie had his elbows on the counter, and he was
holding his cup of coffee with both hands. He took a
long sip and said, "You got Mrs. what's-her-name
beat. You know her? That lady on T.V. always
making coffee, and her friends think it's the best they
taste?
Folger," Tootsie said. She smiled.
"No, Tootsie, you crazy — that's what kind it is
not the lady name," Willie said.
y *
Ah, Willie, what're we going to do with you?
Tootsie said. She shook her head and took another sip
of coffee.
The door opened, and a man and a woman stepped
in. They looked around the room as if they were awed
by the decor. The woman pulled the door shut slowly.
Willie smiled at Tootsie and said, "Looks like you
got some customers going to want to know all about
y y
this place, Tootsie.
Tootsie smiled back at Willie. Then she tilted her
head back and put both hands palm down on the
counter. "Welcome to Tootsie's, folks. Come on in
and have a seat." The man looked at the woman and
said, "Want a drink, honey?"
She nodded and said,"Tab, if they have it."
i4
Yes, ma'am," the man said to Tootsie, "we'll
y y
have a draft beer and a Tab, please.
Alrighty," said Tootsie. She turned around and
got a Tab out of the cooler. Then she got a glass
tumbler from the tray next to the cash register. She put
the can and the glass on the counter and smiled.
Napkins right there," she said, nodding at a
dispenser on the counter.
Then Tootsie got a mug from the other cooler and
filled it with Pabst, so that head stood up over the top of
the mug but didn't spill. She set the beer down on the

place ain't like no other bar. Folks feel like they coming
to see a friend when they come in here. You they
friend, Tootsie, but even if they don't see you
sometime when they come . . . maybe you gone out
and they see Kathy or Juline or Bobby . . . they still
know it's your place by the way it's kept ... It's
friendly. Ain't no one else can do it," Willie said.
Then he took a sip of beer and put the mug down on
the counter moving it around in circles and making a
wet spot on the linoleum.
"I don't know," Tootsie said. "Much as I love
this place, I think it might be time to quit. Ain't a day
goes by that there's some fuss around here that the
police have to settle. Then there's this business with
the doctor. I just don't know what to do if I can't work,
but I can't keep on. I tell you fellows, it's a damn mess
)*
is what it is.
Tootsie was leaning against the bar as she spoke.
When she had finished, she took her beer and poured
the rest of it out in the sink. She threw the can in the
)*
trashcan and rubbed her hands together. "Coffee?
she said. Charles shook his head.
Willie said, "Yeah, Tootsie, I shouldn't be
drinking so early, hot as it is. I take some." Tootsie
ducked beneath the counter and arose with a cup and
saucer in each hand. She walked over to the coffee
maker and poured Willie and herself each a cup out of
the glass pot. When she turned around, Charles had his
mailbag slung over his shoulder. His hat was in his
hand.
"I got to go, Tootsie, but you just take it easy.
Willie and me are your friends, and we're going to help
you with whatever you want us to." Charles put on his
yy
cap and said, "Y' all have a good day.
Willie swiveled around in his chair to watch
Charles leave. "Yeah, Charles, don't you work too
y y
hard, now.
"Thank you, Charles," Tootsie said softly.
Charles walked out and closed the door noisily.
Tootsie opened the steel door of the cooler un
derneath the beer taps and picked up a quart of milk
sitting next to a keg. She pinched it open and poured
some in Willie's cup. Willie smiled. Tootsie put the
milk back and got a pink envelope of Sweet-n-Low from
a wire holder on the bar. Willie watched her as she
opened it and poured the flaky white powder into her
cup. Tootsie blew across the coffee and took a small
sip.
"Every time I think about what to do, I think
something different," Tootsie said. "When I was in
Doctor Morgan's office, and he was telling me my
heart was weak, and I might die if I didn't quit real
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bet Tootsie tell you all about it if you ask real nice. * *
Willie smiled and stood up. He winked at Tootsie and
said, 4 'Now you put that on my bill, honey." Then he
said, "Goodbye'' to the couple and walked towards the
door. The man swiveled on his stool and said,
Thanks — goodbye." Willie nodded and opened the
door and went out. Tootsie saw him giggling as he
walked up the sidewalk.
She picked up a bar towel that was hanging on the
side of a white plastic tub underneath the bar. She
dipped the towel in the water in the tub and then
squeezed it out. Tootsie walked over to where Willie
had been sitting and picked up his empty cup. '4 Where
you folks from?" she said.
South Bend, Indiana," the man said proudly.
"Well that's nice. How long you in town for? 5 »
Tootsie asked as she wiped the counter.
"Four days," the woman said. "We got here
yesterday, and we're leaving Sunday afternoon.''
"Well, that's a nice little vacation. What've you
done since you've been here," Tootsie said.
"Not much," the man said speaking rapidly. 4'I
mean, we've been to the Country Music Hall of Fame
and the wax museum, and we've got tickets for the
Opry, but everybody goes those places. We were
wondering about what that man said, around town — if
it's not too much trouble?
"Oh," Tootsie said, "I suppose that fellow was
right. I do like to talk about my place. I started here
October of fifty-six. It was a kind of warm year and the
trees hadn't even started to die back. Nashville was
smaller then, and the Opry still played in the Ryman
up there on Fifth." She pointed at the wall. 4'In them
days, this was a real nice part of town. In the sum
mertime, I used to walk down to the river — even at
night — and watch the boats." Tootsie looked out the
window.
Two drunks came shuffling down the sidewalk.
One had on an overcoat and hat, even in the July heat.
The other one didn't have a shirt; he had loose green
pants and gold sneakers. Tootsie had stopped talking.
The drunks were picking at one of the plastic garbage
bags. They tore it open, and beer cans fell out onto the
sidewalk. "Those damn . . . !" Tootsie said. She
grabbed her newspaper and rolled it up loosely.
Excuse me," she said to the couple. She hurried
around the bar a'nd went out on the sidewalk. She
slammed the door. "Shoo! You boys get out of here!
Come on!" she shouted at the drunks. She was hitting
one of them on the head with the rolled up newspaper.
She looked like she was scolding puppies who had
soiled the carpet.

counter and said, "Ninety cents for the both of you."
The man reached in his pocket and pulled out ten or
twelve coins. He counted out the correct change and
gave it to Tootsie.
Willie gulped the rest of his coffee as if it were beer
and set the cup down on the counter loudly. 4 'Sir," he
said, 4 4you come to the right place if you want know
about Nashville and country music. Tootsie here
knows all the greats. This is a famous bar, mister, and I
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House
Cecilia Lad

A family who lived in the house our family lived in
tore out French door for archways
from the study to the living room to kitchen.
We covered the green-parrots-on-a-red-ground wallpaper
adorning the upstairs hallway and tried
roses instead of fish in the fishpond.
In 1932 the inside of a bannister
on the stairway landing received
the name of Brucie scrawled in green
by a child with a coonskin cap.
Preserved in the cement near the drain
next to the window well is Tom & Janet '58.
The family who built it ninety years
ago brought a horse into the living room
once they say. Our successors cut
four lanky pines for a garage at long last.
I can see the leaded glass oval
in the heavy front door, our eyes
at the level of a slant of glass
amusing ourselves with the displacement
of the heads of those who passed
upon the distant street, the sun shining
through the curved glass patterns
on February afternoons playing
a symphony of rainbows in the faded green
carpet for us to dance upon.
I remember mostly evenings in August
after the lemonade was spilled
on the stone porch ledge and
we had tired of counting games
involving cars which passed beyond
the hedge-hemmed shadows of lawn
when the locusts (sometimes we found them
in the basement) droned and never stopped.
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On Goya's Saturn

That god who stares from the picture-space
As if he — only now it's done,
The madness slaked — can recognize the face
Whose blood and brains he gulped, to be his son,
Catches the humanist's eye.

There are three kinds of immortality
Electromagnetism's one:
It neither lives nor dies. The family tree
Makes two: my seed's my father and my son.
The last is memory.

Chronus, blind time, knowing himself again
To be Kronos the wretched King,
Squirms like a frog across the void. His pain
Goya suggests in the stiff dance he's doing;
The darker shape of why

He calls to mind a fable he once read:
There'd been a thermonuclear war,
And Greece, by good luck, among all the dead,
Had not been scathed. Two scholars hear the roar
From the grove at Delphi.

Is shadowed in the history of Spain.
The deed of sacrifice once done
Is such as never can be done again.
The naked body of the beloved son
In his sire's hand must die.

After the grief, the known loss of sons, wives —
Scorched basement, as they come to know,
All that is left of their American lives,
New-vacant wavelengths on the radio —
They find that they must die

And many kingdoms of the past have died
Choked by the monuments they raised:
Eternity bought by infanticide,
An immortality of being praised.
The fierce Spanish sky

Only more slowly than the world they mourn.
Although the heaven is blue, and Greece
Seems to lie glowing in the sea new-born,
The sickness that's too pure to fall disease
Beams from the perfect sky.

Towers like fate over exhausted fields;
The gold they wrestled from the sun
Wasted the factories and burnt the guilds.
All that the dark conquistadors had won
Time swiftly would deny.

And so they haste in their last weeks to see
Parnassos and Mount Helicon,
The pleasant vales of pastoral Thessaly,
And last, Olympus, shining in the sun.
They now begin to die.

The traveller, though, is not content at last.
There is an immortality
That looks, not to the future, but the past.
His own exacted, but willed, piety
Gives history the lie.

But through that perfect summer, goatsmilkcheese
And souvlaka and Samian wine
And olives, resin — all the grace of Greece —
In dialectic's helical design
They slowly learn to fly:

We can be deathless backwards, then, says he.
And now he shivers, for he knows
Across the waste of every century
The high and fiery fellowship of those
Carved in lap is-lazuli.

The riddle is that Oedipus's quest
Leads to the breaking of the atom;
The analytic wisdom of the West
Stems from one trivial desiderat um:
Asking the question, Why?

24

Frederick Turner

And in the company of Socrates
More and more plainly real and strange,
They learn to little reck the world's decease.
The ideal forms survive the death of change.
They are in ecstasy.

I know a man, the wisest of his time,
Who when I asked him which he'd choose
Between loved persons and a deathless rhyme,
Answered 4 'the poem.'' To leave a name, he'd lose
Wife, children, family.

At last — the story goes — no marrying
Now, nor giving in marriage, so
We see the stronger comrade carrying
His friend, embracing him, as lovers do; the glow
Of a Greek evening sky.

And that's his weakness, though I honor him.
The little lacking of the man
Like the untimely withering of a limb
Pays for the flight of the Olympian.
It's a great gift, to die.

The traveller remains unsatisfied.
The fable in his memory
Cannot shake off its loneliness and pride.
Men make a kind of immortality
Without a woman by,

All we can do is pour the spirit on the ground.
The traveller, the humanist,
Has held his sick baby in his arms, and found
The mystery that metaphysics missed:
No heaven in the sky,

But like boy-soldiers who know how to die
And have not learnt a way to live
With their slight sacrifice they '11 dignify
A vulgar idealogy with what they give.
The traveller is I.

But the sheer toil of living as a wife,
Banal repeated sacrifice,
The long humiliation of a life
Known intimately by another's eyes,
The fruitless hushabye;

All of a sudden I am thirty-five.
The layered myth of babyhood
Is further than the last hours I shall live.
The absence of myself, not understood
Till now, comes with a sigh.

The need to judge, when all is relative,
And not to need too much, unless
Your lover, heartsick, has a need to give —
But then the shining in the baby's face.
And dawning in his eye.

I must escape. How ? Clothe myself with laws
Till their stiff raiment, of its own,
Stands when the flesh is spent? and lock the doors
Of change, a holy figure carved in stone?
That was Kant's lullaby.

The world's life does not grow along a line.
The future of the settled past
Dies with the past itself. We redefine
by love the very laws of time, recast
The pattern of the sky.

Or should I plunge into the Heraclitan fire
Joining the immortality of change?
Or in the tragic mask, upon a pyre
Take to myself my fate? Is it not strange
How the / clings to I?

The sages, we, and those who left no name
Share in the human Word divine.
And burning in the freshness of the flame
Like water turned by toil and love to wine,
We learn at last to die.
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Molly
James Agnew

She sits next to her father,
her longhaired schoolgirl's grace
in three-quarter profile.
Her mare's legs pressed beneath her,
she complains; petulant and careless,
as her father quiets the fall of her hair,
With its clasp of silver,
its moment of light.
Bill Goidell
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The Changing Perspectives of John Ruskin
Earl C. McGann

John Ruskin was born in 1819, the only child of a
prosperous sherry merchant and his staunchly
Calvinist wife.3 His father often brought him on
business trips to wealthy estates; as a result, the child
was exposed to some of the finest domestic architecture
in England. His mother subjected him to hours of Bible
reading and recitation. From his parents, John
acquired an early taste for art, and the means to ver
balize his impressions of it.
In 1833, the young Ruskin was given a copy of
Roger's Italy by a partner of his father's sherry firm.4
The illustrations by J.M.W. Turner enthralled the
family, and his parents resolved to take him to the
continent. In 1833, and again in 1835, the family
visited France and Switzerland. During these tours,
Ruskin was facinated by the ornament and tracery of
monumental buildings, though he was later frustrated
by his ignorance of their history.^ The tours whetted
Ruskin's appreciation for art and the human con
trivance that produced it.

In the wake of the Parliamentary election of 1906,
twenty-nine members of the new Labour party sat in
the House of Commons. In an effort to understand and
solidify the thoughts of its members, the Labour
hierarchy distributed a questionnaire to them. When
asked what book most strongly influenced their
thought, a majority of the Labourite M.P. 's mentioned
Ruskin's Unto This Last}
Their selection was significant, for in this book
Ruskin embraced two tenets which were fundamental
to later socialist thinking. The first tenet held that
economics, the way in which wealth was distributed in
society, could alter the ethics of people in that society.2
The second tenet maintained that laissez faire
capitalism did in fact alter peoples's ethics. Capitalism
allowed some obscure 4'natural law" to determine the
value of goods, relative to their scarcity. Since the
fluctuations of supply and demand lay beyond human
control, people could protect themselves only by
acquiring wealth. The race to accumulate wealth
caused human efforts to be misdirected and wastefully
spent; goods were swiftly and shoddily manufactured.
The laissez-faire, capitalist society bred selfishness and
a lack of concern for one's fellow men. Workers were
dissatisfied with the inequities that wealth created.
Their sentiment, when wedded to Ruskin's ideas,
created the confluent force that carried the Labour
party into Parliament.
The idea of the working class in Parliament would
have dismayed Ruskin as deeply as any other upperclass Englishman of 1850's and '60's. His background
and the words he spoke and wrote were far from
egalitarian in nature. Ruskin was the product of a
wealthy family and an Oxford education. An innate
privilege endowed him with precocious talents in art
and writing. Though Ruskin always advocated liberty
of the intellect, he felt that the responsibilities of
governing a society should be directed to those ablest to
govern. The passage of time, the political rise of the
working class, and the growth of party politics caused
Ruskin's words to be understood in a different light.

'<?r.
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In 1836, after a period of ill health, Ruskin entered
Christ Church at Oxford. His parents, mindful of his
talents, set high expectations of him; they had to
content themselves with a solitary poetry prize.6
Ruskin's four years at Oxford incubated his established
interests, and proffered few new ones. An exception to
this was his introduction to Plato. His appreciation of
Plato grew so greatly during his college years, that in
1843, a year after his graduation, he remarked that he
was 4 'wrong if he did not read Plato every day.''7
Platonic thought served to strenghen Ruskin's
preconceptions of a hierarchical society, governed by
the wisest and ablest men.8 Ruskin carried his fortified
notions with him to France and Italy in 1842. After
surveying the works of several great Italian masters —
Giotto, Angelico, Tintoretto, and Veronese — he set
his social and artistic understandings on paper, in his
first book, Modem Painters.
Modem Painters was intended from the start to be

a defense of Turner's latest style, employing a
vanguard of major Western painters. Ruskin thought
he had finished the last volume of Modern Painters in
1846, but sensing inadequacies in his criticisms of art
and society, he revised and expanded the manuscript
ten years later. For this reason, separating earlier views
from later ones becomes difficult, but we can find
examples of themes which had always underscored his
thinking. Note in this passage the importance of a
structured hierarchy to Ruskin:
It must also be remembered, that in all great periods of
art the choice of subject has not been left to the painter.
His employer, — abbot, baron, or monarch, — deter
mined for him whether he should earn his bread by
making cloisters bright with chars of saints, painting
coats of arms on leaves of romances, or decorating
presence chambers with complimentary mythology; and
his own personal feelings are ascertainable only by
watching, in the points assigned to him, what are the
points in which he takes the most pleasure. 9
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other aspects of a painter's work. A stiff morality
pervades Ruskin's criticism, and he casts any portrayal
of the nude human form into the abyss of depravity.
Middle class readers appreciated Ruskin's regard for
morality in art, and Modern Painters enjoyed con
siderable popularity. Ruskin would later address social
issues with the same passion for morality and order.
Ruskin's social thinking was further forged by the
events of the late 1840's. While the Chartists
threatened to democratize the House of Commons,
revolutions rocked the countries across the Channel.11
Ruskin detested democracy and revolution, as did most
British citizens of his wealth. Yet the protection of
wealth was not Ruskin's concern; he was worried that
rule by the mob would bring an end to all fine art in
society.
During the turbulent years of the late 1840's,
Ruskin read Thomas Carlyle's Sartor Resartus and
Past and Present. Both of these works quickly found
their way to Ruskin's heart, for they again demon
strated to him the need for a virtuous, cultured
aristocracy to govern a structured society. This
aristocracy would lead the masses along the path to
happiness, harmony, and the virtuous life. As these
ideas swarmed in Ruskin's mind, he wrote The Seven
Lamps of Architecture, which was published in 1849.

To Ruskin, the painter held a certain place in
society, and painted his best only when he knew his
place well. Only a noble ruler or leader knew how to
employ the painter's talents for the good of society.
Great art, said Ruskin, never flourished in times of
social egalitarianism. The painter needed the direction
and discipline of his employer, if he was to maximize
his talents.
In Modern Painters, Ruskin ranks painters ac
cording to the degree of spiritual or temporal content in
their works, much as Plato divided the citizens of his
republic into gold, silver, and bronze classes:
... In this respect, schools of art become higher in
exact proportion to the degree in which they apprehend
and love the beautiful. Thus, Angelico, intensely loving
all spiritual beauty, will be erf the highest rank; and Paul
Veronese and Correggio, intensely loving physical and
corporeal beauty, of the second rank; and Albert Durer,
Rubens, and in general the Northern artists, apparently
insensitive to beauty, and caring only for truth, whether
shapely or not, of the third rank; and Teniers and
Salvator, Caravaggio, and other such worshippers of the
the depraved, of no rank, or as we said before, of a
certain order in the abyss. 10

This passage is characteristic of Ruskin's reasoning, as
he superimposes the love of righteousness over any
31
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Each chapter served as a lamp, which lit the way to a
reasoned social virtue. In The Seven Lamps, Ruskin
advocates *4Sacrifice,'' "Truth," "Power, * *
"Beauty,' "Life," "Memory," and "Obedience,"
stating his political views most clearly in
"Obedience." In this passage from "Obedience,"
he attacks the common conception of liberty:

emerged true liberty, the marriage of industry and
imagination. Let Ruskin point this out in his own
words:
. . . how false is the conception, how frantic the
pursuit, of that treacherous phantom which men call
liberty; most treacherous, indeed, of all phantoms; for the
feeble ray of reason might surely show us, that not only
its attainment, but its being, was impossible. There was
no such thing in the universe. There can never be. The
stars have it not; the earth has it not; the sea has it not;
and we men have the mockery and semblance of it only
for our heaviest punishment. 13

Understand this clearly: You can teach a man to draw
a straight line, and to cut one; to strike a curved line, and
to carve it; and to copy and carve any number of given
lines and forms, with admirable speed and perfect
precision, and you find his work perfect of its kind: but if
you ask him to think about any of those forms, to consider
if he cannot find any better in his own head, he stops; his
execution becomes hesitating; he thinks, and ten to one
he thinks wrong; ten to one he makes a mistake in the
first touch he gives to his work as a thinking being. But
you have made a man of him for all that. He was only a
machine before, an animated tool. 15

This paragraph further shows us Ruskin's curious
correlation between art and liberty:
And, on the other hand, go forth again to gaze upon
the old cathedral front, where you have smiled so often at
the fantastic ignorance of the old sculptors: examine once
more those ugly goblins, and formless monsters, and
stem statues, anatomiless and rigid: but do not mock at
them, for they are signs of the life and liberty of every
workman who struck the stone; a freedom of thought, and
rank in scale of being, such as no laws, no charters, no
charities can secure; but which it must be the first aim of
all Europe at this day to regain for her children. 16

To Ruskin, the highest form of liberty was
obedience, the act of restraining a man's selfish desires
for the sake of his fellow men. True liberty was
achieved when men respected their leaders and their
existing society. Ruskin abhorred the idea of employing
revolution as a means of securing liberty, for a
revolution could never see liberty clearly and rationally
enough to appreciate it. Liberty, said Ruskin,
flourished in the creation of art or the fashioning of a
thought, and this idea became increasingly apparent in
his next work.
Ruskin returned to the Continent in 1848. He
studied French Gothic cathedrals and was amazed at
the human imagination that created the statues, ornament, and tracery. In 1851, he published his
thoughts about labor and liberty in a book entitled The
Stones of Venice.
In a chapter of The Stones of Venice, Ruskin lists
the "Moral elements" of Gothic architecture as
Savageness,14 Changefulness,
Naturalism,
Grotesqueness, Rigidity, and Redundance, His use
°f the term ' 'moral elements" is important, for Ruskin
perceives in each of these elements a certain aspect of
liberty. To Ruskin, Gothic architecture represented
the assemblage of these elements. The building of a
cathedral became a labor of love, an act of faith, a
communal effort. From these combined virtues

In The Stones of Venice, Ruskin continues time
and time again to denounce the lack of thought in the
mass production of wares. He likens the manufacture
of glass beads to the cruelty of the slave trade, for
making glass beads involves no element of thought.
The glass, drawn into rods, is chopped up and rounded
in a fumance, and those who chopped the rods did so
"with a perpetual and exquisitely timed palsy. »»
Ruskin's intricate descriptions of mass production
hearken back to those of Adam Smith, who dedicated
pages of his essay on the division of labor to pin and nail
making. Was Ruskin writing an antithesis to Wealth of
Nations, the most heralded doctrine of Western
capitalism? Newspaper editors, magazine editors, and
Ruskin's readers objected to his negative statements,
and clamor rose against him. Yet Ruskin's middleclass readers never abandoned him, for he was the only
individual of his time who could define some semblance
of taste for them. The middle class continued to ingest
his writings.
During the 1850's, Ruskin's interests swayed
increasingly toward social problems.18 His ability to
analyze art began to wane. His changing perspectives

33

propriate legislation. The second objective would be far
more difficult, for how could a worker's "permanent
interest" in his trade be fostered? Ruskin's reply
would be straightforward: create an economic system
in which every worker would be employed in the task
he best performed. The best task for the worker would
be one in which his will to work would be strongest.
How would such a system select its workers? Ruskin
offers an answer:

&
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. . . The natural and right system respecting all labor
is, that it should be paid at a fixed rate, but the good
workman employed, and the bad workman unemployed.
The false, unnatural, and destructive system is when the
bad workman is allowed to offer his work at half-price,
and either take the place at the good, or force him by his
competition to work for an inadequate sum. 20
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Ruskin's assertation of an "inadequate sum'' leads us
to ask how an adequate sum could be determined.
What if the workmen and the regulators disagreed on
the wages to be paid? Ruskin would reply that all wages
would be adequate, for all wages would be the same.
On that basis, only the best men of any craft would be
sought, if all could be employed at the same price. The
number of workers in any one occupation would
consequently be limited, and the overall structure
stratified. Ruskin reasoned that the demand would be
assured, and incomes guaranteed. Ruskin's interest in
resurrecting the medievaf guild system should come
as no surprise to us.
Ruskin's subsequent works followed the thought
and flavor of Unto This Last. His tracts and novels,
especially Sesame and Lilies, proved to very popular
reading in the middle class magazines that published
them. He continued to define the need for values, the
need for fellowship, the need for social order. This
passage, from The Crown of Wild Olive, emphasizes
the attractiveness of work done with a will:

V
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Elizabeth Young

culminated in 1861 with the publication of Unto This
Last, which was intended to be his manifesto, his
sermon for social change. In this book, Ruskin formally
denounced the capitalist economy. The erratic changes
in capitalism's "natural laws" tended to employ
workers one day, and lay them off the next. Assuming
that a worker was able to hold his job, his wages were
nonetheless at the mercy of supply and demand; they
rose and fell accordingly. As a result, a worker could
not expect the continued certainty of his job, and he
lacked the motivation to do it well.
The lot of the workmen, wrote Ruskin, could be
improved, bearing two objectives in mind:

None of us, or very few of us, do either hard or soft
work because we think we ought; but because we have
chanced to fell into the way of it, and cannot help our
selves. Now, nobody does anything well that they cannot
help doing: work is only done well when it is done with a
will; and no man has a thoroughly sound will unless he
knows he is doing what he should, and is in his place. 21

The first — How far the rate of wages may be so
regulated as not to vary with the demand for labour.
The second — How far is it possible that bodies of
workmen may be engaged and maintained at such a fixed
rate of wages (whatever the state of trade may be),
without enlarging or diminishing their number, so as to
give them permanent establishment with which they are
connected, like that of the domestic servants in an old
family, or an 'esprit de corps', like that of the soldiers in a
crack regiment. 19

Ruskin continued to write in his later years, and
was appointed Professor of Fine Arts at Oxford. But as
he grew older, his mind became increasingly disturbed
and disabled. He became more reclusive after his
parents' deaths. Signs of his mental imbalance became

The achievement of the first objective would be
relatively easy; the government would enact the ap34

Our survey of Ruskin has revealed a man whose
unique social and artistic attitudes constantly changed.
One attitude of Ruskin's remained the same
throughout the history of his writings: that every man
should have his own place in society, and that he
should be a freely-thinking, freely-creating element in
it. An explanation for the sudden attractiveness of
socialism can be found in the high regard for human
worth that Ruskin helped to instill.
Socialism was able to grow quickly in England after
the franchise was extended to the workers, and after
party politics had emerged. But before the gospel of
socialism could survive and flourish, it had to be
propounded and defended. The words of Carlyle and
Ruskin supported many arguments. The middle class
began to tire to Ruskin's voluminous writings by the
turn of the century, but it remembered his advocation
of the value of human talent. If Ruskin never won the
affections of middle class citizens when he preached
social change, he at least prepared them for it.

evident during his stay at Oxford; he sent bands of
undergraduates into the town, directing them to repair
a certain road, and to pet certain stairways along the
curbs. He purchased a home in the lake district at
Brantwood, and there he spent his last turbulent years.
On January 20, 1900, Ruskin died.
It is most interesting to note the influence that
Scottish thinkers, and English thinkers of Scottish
background, exerted on England's social and in
tellectual history. The writings of Adam Smith
ushered in the age of industrial capitalism. David
Hume carried reason to its strictest bounds. Robert
Owen saw an uncaring malevolence in the capitalist
system, and founded a factory system which em
phasized the strength and harmony of communal labor.
Thomas Carlyle saw moral shortcomings in society,
and stressed the need for a community led by an
enlightened aristocracy. Ruskin was born in London,
but his Scottish parents raised him in the same,
staunch, Calvinist environment that Carlyle knew as a
child. It could be argued that English socialism was
born not in the factories of Birmingham, but in the
Scottish lowlands.
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Prizes
The English department would like to announce
the distribution of the John Crowe Ransom Poetry
Prize, the George B. Ogden Prize, the Academy of
American Poetry Prize, the George Gund Award, and
the Bradbrook prize. Descriptions of each award may
be found in the student handbook. The deadline for
manuscripts is Friday, April fourth, and all submissions
should go to Sunset Cottage 201.

Submissions
Submissions are now being accepted for the Spring
edition of the Hika. As in this issue, poetry, fiction,
essays, art and photography will be considered for
publication. Submissions should go to Peirce 3 or the
Hika box in the Student Activity Center.

Patrons
The editors and staff of Hika especially wish to
thank Heaton Appliances, Inc., of 205 South Mulberry
Street for their generosity. We are also pleased to thank
the following patrons:
G.R. Smith & Company, comer of Vine & Mulberry Streets
The Village Market, Gaskin Avenue
Printing Arts Press, Route 13, Mount Vernon
Ringwalt's, 7 South Main Street
Colonial Mens' Wear, 101 S. Main St.
Mavis Sporting Goods, 117 South Main St.
Heckler Drug, 122 S. Main
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Stephen Bolhafner, '80, (1956) was bom in St.
Louis Mo., and now resides in Gambier, Ohio, where
he is a senior at Kenyon College. He is interested in
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progress.
Quentin Hardy, 80, Senior English major, Peep,
raised New Canaan, Ct., Hika twice.
Ce Lad, 82, is from Cleveland. In the summer she
works at Helen Hutchley's but she doesn't sell jim
mies. In the fourth grade she had no friends.
Stan Merrell, '80, was born in Cleveland. He now lives
in Rochester, N.Y. When he gets out of college he
wants to write the great American novel and then die,
but not necessarily in that order.
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